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Abstract

The multi-document summarization task re-001
quires the designed summarizer to generate a002
short text that covers the important information003
of original documents and satisfies content di-004
versity. This paper proposes a multi-document005
summarization approach based on hierarchi-006
cal clustering of documents. It utilizes the007
constructed class tree of documents to extract008
both the sentences reflecting the commonality009
of all documents and the sentences reflecting010
the specificity of some subclasses of these doc-011
uments for generating the summary, so as to012
satisfy the coverage and diversity requirements013
of multi-document summarization. Compara-014
tive experiments on DUC’2002-2004 datasets015
prove the effectiveness of considering both the016
commonality and specificity of documents for017
multi-document summarization. And the exper-018
iments on DUC’2004 and Multi-News datasets019
show that our approach achieves competitive020
performance compared to the state-of-the-art021
unsupervised and supervised approaches.022

1 Introduction023

Automatic text summarization is becoming much024

more important because of the exponential growth025

of digital textual information on the web. Multi-026

document summarization, which aims to generate027

a short text containing all important information028

of original multiple documents, is a challenging029

focus of NLP research. A well-organized summary030

of multiple documents needs to cover the main in-031

formation of all documents comprehensively and032

simultaneously satisfy content diversity. Extractive033

summarization approaches, which generate a sum-034

mary by selecting a few important sentences from035

original documents, attract much attention because036

of its simplicity and robustness. This paper focuses037

on extractive multi-document summarization.038

Most extractive multi-document summarization039

approaches splice all the sentences contained in the040

original documents into a larger text, and then gen-041

erate a summary by selecting sentences from the 042

larger text (Lamsiyah et al., 2021; Yang et al., 2014; 043

Erkan and Radev, 2004). However, the task of sum- 044

marizing multiple documents is more difficult than 045

the task of summarizing single document. Sim- 046

ply transforming multi-document summarization 047

task into summarizing single larger text completely 048

breaks the constraints of documents on their sen- 049

tences and lacks comparisons between documents, 050

which results in the inability to extract the relevant 051

information between documents, including extract- 052

ing the common information (commonality) of all 053

documents and the important specific information 054

(specificity) of some subclasses of documents. 055

The centroid-based summarization approaches 056

focus on the commonality of all documents or 057

all sentences and they select sentences based on 058

the centroid words of all documents (Radev et al., 059

2004; Rossiello et al., 2017) or the centroid embed- 060

ding of all sentences (Lamsiyah et al., 2021). The 061

clustering-based summarization approaches divide 062

sentences into multiple groups and select sentences 063

from each group (Yang et al., 2014; Sarkar, 2009). 064

These approaches do not take into account the com- 065

monality and specificity of documents simultane- 066

ously. 067

Think about the process of human summarizing 068

multiple documents: we would first describe the 069

common information of all documents and then the 070

important specific information of some subclasses 071

of these documents respectively to satisfy the cover- 072

age and diversity requirements of multi-document 073

summarization. 074

In this paper, inspired by the idea of human 075

summarizing multiple documents, we propose a 076

multi-document summarization approach based on 077

hierarchical clustering of documents. Firstly, our 078

model hierarchically clusters documents from top 079

to bottom to build a class tree of documents. Next, 080

our model traverses each node along the class tree 081

from top to bottom, and selects sentences from 082
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each node according to the similarity of sentences083

to the centroid embedding of the documents in the084

node and the dissimilarity to the centroid embed-085

ding of the documents not in the node, until the086

total length of the selected sentences reaches a pre-087

specified value. The sentence selected from the088

root node (containing all documents) reflects the089

commonality of all documents, and the sentence090

selected from each sub node (subclass) reflects the091

specificity of the subclass. Finally, all selected sen-092

tences are arranged according to the order of their093

corresponding nodes on the class tree to form a094

summary.095

Experiments are performed on standard datasets,096

including the DUC datasets and the Multi-News097

dataset. Comparative experiments on DUC’2002-098

2004 datasets prove that our approach considering099

both commonality and specificity of documents100

significantly outperforms the approaches consid-101

ering only commonality or only specificity; And102

our approach (based on documents hierarchical103

clustering) outperforms the comparison approach104

based on sentences hierarchical clustering; Experi-105

ments on DUC’2004 and Multi-News datasets show106

that our approach outperforms strong baselines107

and many competitive supervised and unsupervised108

multi-document summarization approaches, and109

yields comparable performances to the state-of-the-110

art supervised and unsupervised approaches.111

Our approach is unsupervised and easy to imple-112

ment, and can be used as a strong baseline for eval-113

uating multi-document summarization systems.114

2 Related Work115

The related works include centroid-based and116

clustering-based summarization methods.117

The centroid-based methods score each sentence118

in documents by calculating the similarity between119

the sentence and the centroid of all documents or120

all sentences, so as to identify the most central sen-121

tences to generate a summary (Radev et al., 2004;122

Rossiello et al., 2017; Lamsiyah et al., 2021). The123

centroid-based methods focus on the commonal-124

ity property of all documents or all sentences. For125

example, MEAD (Radev et al., 2004) scores each126

sentence based on the centroid words (the words127

statistically important to multiple documents) it128

contains and two other metrics (positional value129

and first-sentence overlap). Rossiello et al. (2017)130

improves the original MEAD method, which ex-131

ploits the word embedding representations to rep-132

resent the centroid and each sentence, and scores 133

each sentence based on the cosine similarity be- 134

tween the sentence embedding and the centroid 135

embedding. Lamsiyah et al. (2021) exploits sen- 136

tence embedding model to represent each sentence 137

and the centroid (the mean of all sentence embed- 138

dings), and scores each sentence based on the co- 139

sine similarity between the sentence embedding 140

and the centroid embedding, and two other metrics 141

(sentence novelty and sentence position). 142

Many clustering-based extractive summarization 143

methods cluster all sentences in documents and 144

then select sentences from each sentence cluster to 145

form a summary (Wang et al., 2008; Mohd et al., 146

2020; Rouane et al., 2019; Yang et al., 2014). For 147

example, Wang et al. (2008) groups sentences into 148

clusters by sentence-level semantic analysis and 149

symmetric non-negative matrix factorization, and 150

selects the most informative sentences from each 151

sentence cluster. Mohd et al. (2020) represents 152

each sentence as a big-vector using the Word2Vec 153

model, and applies the k-means algorithm to clus- 154

ter sentences, and then scores sentences in each 155

sentence cluster based on various statistical fea- 156

tures (i.g. sentence length, position, etc.). Rouane 157

et al. (2019) uses the k-means algorithm to cluster 158

sentences, and scores each sentence in each cluster 159

based on the frequent itemsets of the cluster con- 160

tained by the sentence. Yang et al. (2014) proposes 161

a ranking-based sentence clustering framework to 162

generate high quality sentence clusters, and uses 163

a modified MMR-like approach to select highest 164

scored sentences from the descending order ranked 165

sentence clusters to form the summary. 166

3 Methodology 167

Our approach takes a set of documents and a pre- 168

given summary length (or compression rate) as 169

input, and outputs a multi-document summary. It 170

consists of three steps: (1) pre-processing of doc- 171

uments, (2) hierarchical clustering of documents, 172

and (3) sentence selection from the generated class 173

tree of documents and summary generation. 174

3.1 Pre-processing 175

Pre-trained models are widely used in Natural Lan- 176

guage Processing tasks. There are usually two ways 177

to use the pre-trained models: (1) Feature Extrac- 178

tion based approach, which uses the pre-trained 179

model learned from a large amount of textual data 180

to encode texts of arbitrary length into vectors 181
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of fixed length; (2) Fine-Tuning based approach,182

which trains the downstream tasks by fine-tuning183

the pre-trained models parameters. In this paper,184

we adopt the feature extraction based approach,185

where the pre-trained model is applied on the input186

documents to obtain the embedding representations187

of sentences and documents.188

Using sentence embedding representations in ex-189

tractive multi-document summarization has been190

proven to be effective (Lamsiyah et al., 2021), so191

our model uses pre-trained sentence embedding192

model to encode sentences. We can use two ways193

to obtain document embeddings: one is to directly194

obtain the document embedding by taking the doc-195

ument as the input of the pre-trained embedding196

model; the other is to obtain the document em-197

bedding based on sentence embeddings, e.g., the198

document embedding can be obtained by calculat-199

ing the average of the sentence embeddings of all200

sentences a document contains.201

Formally, given a set of documents D containing202

n documents D = {d1, d2, · · · , dn}. Firstly, our203

model splits each document di ∈ D into sentences204

(denoted as di = {si1, si2, · · · , si|di|}) using Natu-205

ral Language Toolkit (NLTK).1 Next, our model206

maps each sentence in each document (sik ∈ di)207

to a fixed-length vector (denoted as
−→
sik) using the208

pre-trained embedding model, and maps each doc-209

ument (di ∈ D) to a vector of the same length210

(denoted as
−→
di ).211

3.2 Hierarchical Clustering of Documents212

The proposed top-down hierarchical clustering al-213

gorithm for constructing the class tree of docu-214

ments (denoted as H) includes the following steps:215

Step 1: Specify the root node of H.216

All documents in D form the root node. The root217

node is regarded as the first layer of H. (After Step218

1, H contains only one layer.)219

Step 2: Construct the next layer of H.220

For each node of the last layer of H, our model221

uses the k-means algorithm2 to divide the docu-222

ments in the node into k sub nodes (k sub classes).223

All new sub nodes generated in this step constitute224

the next layer of H.225

Step 3: Repeat Step 2 until one of the follow-226

ing conditions is satisfied.227

Condition 1: There is no node in the last layer228

of H can be divided using the k-means algorithm.229

1nltk.tokenize
2sklearn.cluster.KMeans

Figure 1: The flow chart of selecting sentences from the
class tree.

Condition 2: The total number of nodes on H 230

exceeds the number of sentences required for the 231

summary (specified or estimated according to the 232

pre-given summary length). (Because our model 233

selects sentences from each node of H top-down 234

until the pre-given value is reached.) 235

3.3 Generation of Summary 236

After the construction of the class tree (H), our 237

model traverses the nodes on H from top to bottom 238

and selects sentences from the nodes to generate 239

a summary until the summary length reaches the 240

pre-given length. 241

Section 3.3.1 introduces the overall flow of 242

traversing the nodes on H, Section 3.3.2 introduces 243

the details of sentences scoring and selection in 244

each node, and Section 3.3.3 introduces the process 245

of sorting sentences to form a summary. 246

3.3.1 Overall Flow of Traversing Class Tree 247

Fig. 1 displays the overall flow chart of traversing 248

the nodes on the class tree H for selecting sen- 249

tences. 250

The order of traversing the nodes on H follows 251

two principles: (1) For different layers of H, tra- 252

verse the layers from top to bottom; (2) For the 253

nodes on the same layer, traverse the nodes in de- 254

scending order by the number of documents con- 255

tained in the nodes. Because under the limitation 256

of the pre-given summary length, our model hopes 257

that the selected sentences can cover as many doc- 258

uments as possible while increasing diversity. 259

As shown in Fig. 1, if the total length of the 260

selected sentences does not reach the pre-given 261

summary length after selecting sentence from the 262

last node on the last layer of H, our model goes 263

back to the first layer of H (the root node) to start 264

the next iteration of selecting sentences, until the 265

total length of all selected sentences in all iterations 266

reaches the pre-given summary length. 267
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3.3.2 Sentence Scoring and Selection in Each268

Node269

Each node Nt on the class tree consists of multi-270

ple documents, denoted as Nt = {dt1, · · · , dt|Nt|}.271

Each document dti ∈ Nt consists of multiple sen-272

tences, denoted as dti = {si1, si2, · · · , si|dti|}.273

(1) Sentences Scoring.274

Commonality-Specificity score.275

The centroid of all documents in Nt represents276

the common core of these documents. It is rea-277

sonable to think that the sentences that are more278

similar to the centroid of Nt are more relevant to279

the documents in Nt, and the sentences that are less280

similar to the centroid of Nt are less relevant to the281

documents in Nt. Therefore, the Commonality-282

Specificity score of each sentence sik in Nt can be283

calculated as the combination of its similarity to the284

centroid of Nt and its dissimilarity to the centroid285

of the documents not in Nt.286

Our model builds the centroid embedding vec-287

tor of Nt (denoted as
−−→
CNt) as the average of all288

document embedding vectors in it (as shown in289

Eq. (1)).290

−−→
CNt =

1

|Nt|

|Nt|∑
i=1

−→
dti (1)291

Where |Nt| denotes the number of documents in292

Nt, and
−→
dti is the document embedding vector of293

the ith document in Nt.294

Similarly, the centroid embedding vector of the295

documents not in Nt (denoted as
−−→
CNt

) is built as296

the average of all document embedding vectors not297

in Nt (i.e., Nt = {d | d ∈ Dand d /∈ Nt}).298

The Commonality-Specificity score of each sen-299

tence sik in Nt is calculated as follows:300

scoreCS(sik, Nt) = δ ∗ sim(
−→
sik ,

−−→
CNt)

+(1−δ)∗(1−sim(
−→
sik ,

−−→
CNt

))
(2)301

The value of δ ∈ [0, 1]. The larger value of δ il-302

lustrates more attention to the relevance with the303

documents in Nt, and the smaller value of δ illus-304

trates more attention to the irrelevance with the305

documents not in Nt. When δ = 1, the scoreCS of306

each sentence in Nt only focuses on the relevance307

with the documents in Nt. Our model uses the co-308

sine similarity3 (denoted as sim) to calculate the309

similarity between embedding vectors.310

3sklearn.cosine_similarity

The scoreCS is bounded in [0, 1], and sentences 311

with higher scoreCS are considered to be more 312

relevant to the documents in Nk and more irrelevant 313

to the documents not in Nk. 314

Non-redundant score and Position score. 315

The Commonality-Specificity score can be used 316

alone or in combination with other scores. We in- 317

troduce two other scores: the Non-redundant score 318

and the Position score. 319

To reduce the redundancy of summary, our 320

model would assign lower Non-redundant scores to 321

the sentences that are more similar to the sentences 322

already selected in previous steps. Specifically, we 323

use Sp to represent the collection of sentences al- 324

ready selected in previous steps, the Non-redundant 325

score of each sentence sik in Nt is calculated as the 326

dissimilarity between sik and the sentence most 327

similar to sik in Sp, which is described as follows: 328

scoreNR(sik, Nt) = 1−max
sp∈Sp

(sim(
−→
sik ,

−→sp)) (3) 329

The scoreNR is bounded in [0, 1], and sentences 330

with higher scoreNR are considered to be less re- 331

dundant with the sentences already selected in pre- 332

vious steps. If Sp is Null (i.e., selecting the first 333

sentence from the root node), the scoreNR of each 334

sentence in the node is 1. 335

Sentence position is one of the most effective 336

heuristics for selecting sentences to generate sum- 337

maries, especially for news articles (Edmundson, 338

1969; Ouyang et al., 2010). We adopt the sentence 339

position relevance metric (as Eq. (4)) introduced by 340

Joshi et al. (2019) to calculate the Position score of 341

each sentence in each document. 342

scoreP (sik) = max(0.5, exp(
−P(sik)

3
√
|di|

)) (4) 343

P(sik) denotes the relative position of the kth sen- 344

tence sik in the document di (starting by 1). The 345

scoreP is bounded in [0.5, 1]. The first sentence 346

in each document obtains the highest scoreP . The 347

scoreP of sentences decrease as their distances 348

from the beginning of documents increase, and re- 349

main stable at a value of 0.5 after several sentences. 350

(2) Sentence Selection. 351

The final score of each sentence sik in Nt can be 352

defined as a linear combination of the three scores 353

(as Eq. (5)). 354

scorefinal(sik, Nt)=α∗scoreCS(sik, Nt)

+β∗scoreNR(sik, Nt)+γ∗scoreP (sik)
(5) 355
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Where α + β + γ = 1, and α, β, γ ∈ [0, 1]. Dif-356

ferent values of α, β and γ represent different357

emphases on different scoring metrics, e.g., (sec-358

tion 4.3 (1) and (2)) uses only the Commonality-359

Specificity score (i.e. α = 1); (section 4.3 (3)) uses360

the combination of the three scores.361

Our model selects the sentence with the highest362

final score that have not been selected in previ-363

ous steps from Nt. Only one sentence is selected364

from each node in each iteration because our model365

wants to traverse as many nodes as possible under366

the limitation of the pre-given summary length to367

increase the diversity of the generated summaries.368

3.3.3 Summary Generation369

After the process of selecting sentences from H, our370

model sorts the selected sentences to form a sum-371

mary: (1) For the sentences selected from different372

nodes, our model sorts these sentences according373

to the traversal order of the nodes on H (following374

the two principles introduced in Section 3.3.1); (2)375

For multiple sentences selected from the same node376

(i.e., sentences selected in the first iteration are not377

enough), our model sorts the sentences according378

to the order in which they are selected.379

The sentences selected from the root node ex-380

press the commonality of all documents, and the381

sentences selected from each sub node express the382

specificity of the subclass. The way of sorting sen-383

tences forms a summary with a total-sub structure.384

4 Experiment385

4.1 Datasets and Evaluation Metrics386

We evaluate the proposed approach on the stan-387

dard multi-document summarization datasets, in-388

cluding DUC’2002-2004 datasets4 and the recently389

released Multi-News dataset5. Table 1 describes390

the details of these datasets. Each news set of DUC391

datasets contains approximately 10 documents on392

the same topic. Each news set of Multi-News393

dataset contains a different number of documents394

(from 1 to 10) on the same topic (Fabbri et al.,395

2019).396

ROUGE is a standard evaluation metric for auto-397

matic document summarization (Lin, 2004), includ-398

ing ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2, ROUGE-L and ROUGE-399

SU4 (denoted as R-1, R-2, R-L and R-SU4 respec-400

tively). We use the ROUGE toolkit (version 1.5.5),401

4DUC datasets
5Multi-News dataset

and adopt the same ROUGE settings6 that are 402

commonly used on the DUC datasets and Multi- 403

News dataset for multi-document summarization. 404

Guided by the state-of-the-art approaches, we re- 405

port ROUGE recall on DUC datasets and ROUGE 406

F1-score on the Multi-News dataset, respectively. 407

4.2 Experimental Settings 408

(1) Selection of Pre-trained Model 409

Lamsiyah et al. (2021) has studied multi- 410

document summarization based on nine different 411

pre-trained sentence embedding models, which 412

verifies the effectiveness of sentence embedding 413

representations for multi-document summarization, 414

and shows that using different sentence embedding 415

models would affect the performance of summa- 416

rization. Among them, the USE-DAN model (Cer 417

et al., 2018) is one of the best performing models. 418

In order to focus on our proposed approach and 419

not affected by different embedding models, we use 420

the USE-DAN model7 to encode sentences. In order 421

to unify the expression of sentences and documents 422

and preserve the relationship between documents 423

and sentences, we obtain the embedding vector of 424

each document di ∈ D by calculating the average 425

of the sentence embedding vectors of all sentences 426

it contains. 427

(2) Determination of Hyperparameters 428

Different values of hyperparameters affect the re- 429

sults of the proposed approach, and we determined 430

their values both theoretically and experimentally. 431

Estimation of the hyperparameter k in k- 432

means algorithm. Our model needs to select sen- 433

tences not only from the root node of the class tree, 434

but also from as many sub nodes as possible, to ex- 435

tract both commonality and specificity information 436

of the input documents. Thus, when generating the 437

sub nodes of the second layer of H, the value of k 438

in k-means clustering should not be set too large. 439

Otherwise, under the limitation of the pre-given 440

summary length, the sub nodes participating in sen- 441

tences selection cannot cover all input documents, 442

resulting in the generated summary cannot contain 443

the specificity information of some subclasses of 444

the input documents. 445

The approximate number of sentences need to 446

be selected for generating summaries can be esti- 447

mated by (average length of target summaries) ÷ 448

6ROUGE-1.5.5 with parameters "-n 2 -2 4 -u -m -r 1000
-f A -p 0.5" and "-l 100" for DUC’2002 and DUC’2003; "-b
665" for DUC’2004; "-l 264" for Multi-News.

7universal-sentence-encoder
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Dataset # news sets # docs # references
(of each news set)

# words
(of each sentence in docs)

DUC’2002 59 567 2 22.86
DUC’2003 30 298 4 25.43
DUC’2004 50 500 4 25.38
Multi-News 5622 15326 1 22.24

Table 1: Description of each dataset, including the number of news sets, the total number of documents (news), the
number of reference summaries for each news set and the average length of sentences in source documents.

(average length of sentences in source documents),449

i.e., 4.65 for DUC’2004, 3.93 for DUC’2003, 4.37450

for DUC’2002. Based on the estimation, when451

generating the sub nodes of the second layer, the452

hyperparameter k of the k-means clustering is set453

to be within the range of [2, 4] (minimum number454

of sentences estimated for different datasets−1).455

For simplicity, when generating the sub nodes of456

the third layer and subsequent layers, we set k in457

k-means clustering to 2.458

Estimation of the hyperparameters δ and α,459

β, γ in sentences scoring equation. The hyper-460

parameter δ in scoreCS illustrates the concern for461

the relevance of each sentence to the documents462

in its own node, so theoretically it cannot be set463

too small. The hyperparameters α, β and γ in464

scorefinal illustrate different degrees of attention465

to the three scores. Theoretically α cannot be set466

too small because our approach focuses on extract-467

ing both commonality and specificity of documents468

for multi-document summarization.469

In order to determine the exact values of these470

hyperparameters, we employed a procedure sim-471

ilar to that used by Lamsiyah et al. (2021) and472

Joshi et al. (2019). We built a small held-out set473

by randomly sampling 25 clusters with different474

length of reference summaries from the validation475

set of the Multi-News dataset. Then we performed476

a grid search for these hyperparameters: δ, α, β,477

γ ∈ [0, 1] with constant step of 0.1 under the con-478

dition α + β + γ = 1, k ∈ [2, 4] with constant479

step of 1. Finally, the obtained values of the hyper-480

parameters are 3, 0.9, 0.8, 0.1, 0.1 for k, δ, α, β481

and γ respectively, which are consistent with the482

theoretical analysis of these hyperparameters.483

4.3 Evaluations484

We evaluate the proposed approach by three parts:485

(1) verify the effectiveness of considering both com-486

monality and specificity of documents for multi-487

document summarization; (2) verify the effective-488

ness of using documents hierarchical clustering489

for multi-document summarization; (3) verify the 490

effectiveness of the proposed multi-document sum- 491

marization approach. Due to the randomness of 492

k-means, each experiment has been run three times 493

to get the intermediate results. (We have uploaded 494

the generated summaries for each experiment as 495

supplementary material.) 496

(1) Verify the effectiveness of considering both 497

commonality and specificity of documents. 498

In order to not affected by other factors, our 499

model uses only the Commonality-Specificity score 500

to score sentences, denoted as OursCS (i.e., α = 501

1, β = 0, γ = 0). The comparison experiments are 502

designed as follows: 503

Comp1: score sentences by calculating the cosine 504

similarity between sentence embeddings and the 505

centroid embedding of all documents, and select 506

the top-ranked sentences. 507

Comp2: use k-means algorithm to cluster docu- 508

ments, then use the Commonality-Specificity score 509

to score sentences in each sub cluster and select the 510

highest scored sentence from each sub cluster. 511

Comp3: same as Comp2 but score sentences in 512

each sub cluster by calculating the cosine similarity 513

between each sentence embedding and the centroid 514

embedding of the sub cluster. 515

Table 2 displays the results on three DUC 516

datasets. Comp1 focuses on the commonality of all 517

documents (similarity to the centroid of all docu- 518

ments); Comp2 focuses on the specificity of each 519

subcluster (the combination of similarity to the cen- 520

troid of the subcluster and dissimilarity to the cen- 521

troid of documents not in the subcluster); Comp3 522

generates summaries based on the similarity to the 523

centroid of each subcluster. Our approach outper- 524

forms all comparison approaches on all metrics. 525

Because our approach first selects sentence based 526

on the commonality of all documents, and then se- 527

lects sentences based on the specificity of different 528

subclasses, which is in line with the way of hu- 529

man summarizing multiple documents. Appendix 530

A shows an example of the summaries generated 531
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Method R-1 R-2 R-L R-SU4

DUC’2004

OursCS 38.36 8.66 33.94 13.30
Comp1 36.44 8.03 32.08 12.61
Comp2 36.38 7.91 31.78 12.28
Comp3 36.85 8.18 32.25 12.44

DUC’2003

OursCS 37.89 8.27 32.37 12.85
Comp1 36.77 8.22 31.29 12.7
Comp2 35.31 7.05 30.24 11.39
Comp3 35.03 7.02 30.07 11.29

DUC’2002

OursCS 34.81 7.32 30.11 11.48
Comp1 33.23 6.95 28.78 10.99
Comp2 32.90 6.20 28.37 10.37
Comp3 32.86 6.12 28.46 10.31

Table 2: Comparison results of different approaches re-
garding whether or not the commonality and specificity
of documents are considered on DUC datasets.

Method R-1 R-2 R-L R-SU4

DUC’2004
OursCS 38.36 8.66 33.94 13.30
Comp4 37.17 7.65 32.93 12.45

DUC’2003
OursCS 37.89 8.27 32.37 12.85
Comp4 36.63 7.88 31.48 12.31

DUC’2002
OursCS 34.81 7.32 30.11 11.48
Comp4 33.50 6.48 29.09 10.63

Table 3: Comparison results of documents hierarchical
clustering-based approach and sentences hierarchical
clustering-based approach on DUC datasets.

by different approaches on one news set.532

(2) Verify the effectiveness of using documents533

hierarchical clustering.534

In order to not affected by other factors, our535

model also uses only the Commonality-Specificity536

score to score sentences. For a fair comparison, the537

comparison experiment is designed as follows:538

Comp4: same as the proposed approach (OursCS)539

but use all sentences in the documents as input540

to hierarchically cluster all sentences and select541

sentences from the class tree of sentences.542

Table 3 displays the results on three DUC543

datasets. Our approach based on documents hi-544

erarchical clustering outperforms the comparison545

approach that based on sentences hierarchical clus-546

tering on all metrics. Because the sentences hi-547

erarchical clustering-based approach lacks com-548

parisons between documents, thus resulting in the549

inability to discover the relationships between doc-550

uments, which are important for multi-document551

summarization.552

(3) Compare the proposed approach with other553

multi-document summarization approaches.554

Method R-1 R-2 R-L R-SU4
Unsupervised methods

Lead 32.37 6.38 28.68 10.29
LexRank 37.32 7.84 33.18 12.53

CentroidBOW 37.03 8.19 32.48 12.68
GreedyKL 37.99 8.54 33.03 13.02

CLASSY 04 37.63 8.98 32.40 13.04
DPP 39.15 9.86∗ 30.88 13.83∗

ICSISumm 37.43 9.56 32.89 13.31
OCCAMS_V 37.51 9.42 33.69 13.12

Ranking-clustering 37.87 9.35 - 13.25
SummPip 36.30 8.47 - 11.55

CentroidRun1
embedding 36.92 8.20 32.53 12.72

CentroidRun4
embedding 38.12 9.07 34.15 13.44

Supervised methods
PG-MMR 36.42 9.36 - 13.23

CopyTransformer 28.54 6.38 - 7.22
Hi-MAP 35.78 8.90 - 11.43

BART-Long-Graph 34.72 7.97 - 11.04
Primera 35.1 7.2 17.9 -
Oursfinal 39.28∗ 9.31 35.02∗ 13.75

Table 4: ROUGE scores of different approaches on
DUC’2004 dataset. The best performing approach for
each metric is indicated by *.

Our model uses the scorefinal to score sen- 555

tences, denoted as Oursfinal. We compare the per- 556

formance of the proposed approach with existing 557

state-of-the-art multi-document summarization ap- 558

proaches. 559

Table 4 and Table 5 display the results on 560

DUC’2004 and Multi-News datasets respectively. 561

We compare our approach with both unsupervised 562

approaches and supervised deep learning-based ap- 563

proaches. 564

The unsupervised approaches includes Lead 565

(Brandow et al., 1995), LexRank (Erkan and 566

Radev, 2004), CentroidBOW (Radev et al., 2004), 567

CLASSY 04 (Conroy et al., 2004), ICSISumm 568

(Gillick et al., 2008), DPP (Kulesza and Taskar, 569

2012), OCCAMS_V (Davis et al., 2012), GreedyKL 570

(Hong et al., 2014), Ranking-clustering (Yang 571

et al., 2014), SummPip (Zhao et al., 2020), and 572

Centroidembedding (Lamsiyah et al., 2021), which 573

are competitive baselines or state-of-the-art ap- 574

proaches for extractive multi-document summa- 575

rization. We have reproduced Run 1 and Run 4 576

of Centroidembedding using the USE-DAN sentence 577

embedding model (Lamsiyah et al., 2021) and list 578

their results on DUC’2004, and the results of other 579

approaches are directly taken from their original 580
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articles (Hong et al., 2014) or published materials8.581

The supervised approaches includes PG-582

MMR (Lebanoff et al., 2018), CopyTransformer583

(Gehrmann et al., 2018), Hi-MAP (Fabbri et al.,584

2019), DynE (Hokamp et al., 2020), MatchSum585

(Zhong et al., 2020), MGSum (Jin et al., 2020),586

BART-Long-Graph (Pasunuru et al., 2021) and587

Primera (Xiao et al., 2022), which are first trained588

on large datasets, such as CNN, DailyMail and589

Multi-News, and then tested on DUC’2004 and590

Multi-News datasets. The results are directly taken591

from their original articles.592

As shown in Table 4, for R-1 measure, our ap-593

proach significantly outperforms all unsupervised594

and supervised approaches, and it achieves compa-595

rable results with DPP, which is considered as the596

best performing approach on DUC’2004. For R-L597

measure, our approach significantly outperforms all598

unsupervised and supervised approaches. For R-2599

and R-SU4 measures, our approach achieves com-600

parable result with the state-of-the-art approaches.601

The supervised approaches yield worse results on602

DUC’2004 than most unsupervised approaches be-603

cause these deep learning-based approaches are604

trained on other datasets and tested directly on605

DUC’2004.606

As shown in Table 5, our approach signifi-607

cantly outperforms all unsupervised approaches608

on all metrics. By comparing with the supervised609

deep learning-based approaches that are trained610

and tested on Multi-News dataset, our approach611

still achieves significantly better R-1, R-L and R-612

SU4 scores than PG-MMR, CopyTransformer, Hi-613

MAP, DynE and Primerazero_shot. For R-L mea-614

sure, our approach significantly outperforms the615

Primerafully approach, which is considered as the616

state-of-the-art supervised multi-document summa-617

rization model.618

Overall, as an unsupervised and easy-to-619

implement approach, our model achieves competi-620

tive performances compared to the state-of-the-art621

unsupervised and supervised multi-document sum-622

marization approaches. Moreover, comparative623

experiments prove the effectiveness of considering624

both the commonality and specificity of documents625

for multi-document summarization.626

5 Conclusion and Future Work627

In this paper, we propose a multi-document summa-628

rization approach based on hierarchical clustering629

8github/duc2004-results

Method R-1 R-2 R-L R-SU4
Unsupervised methods

Lead 39.41 11.77 - 14.51
LexRank 38.27 12.70 - 13.20
TextRank 38.44 13.10 - 13.50

MMR 38.77 11.98 - 12.91
SummPip 42.32 13.28 - 16.20

CentroidRun4
embedding 42.93 14.04 27.7 17.27

Supervised methods
PG-MMR 40.55 12.36 - 15.87

CopyTransformer 43.57 14.03 - 17.37
Hi-MAP 43.47 14.89 - 17.41

DynE 43.9 15.8 22.2 -
MatchSum 46.20 16.51 41.89∗ -
MGSum 44.75 15.75 - 19.30∗

Primerazero_shot 42.0 13.6 20.8 -
Primerafully 49.9∗ 21.1∗ 25.9 -

Oursfinal 44.04 14.15 39.74 18.19

Table 5: ROUGE scores of different approaches on
Multi-News dataset. The best performing approach for
each metric is indicated by *.

of documents, which makes use of the generated 630

class tree of documents to extract both the common- 631

ality of all documents and the important specificity 632

of some subclasses of documents, so as to generate 633

the summary in line with human summarizing mul- 634

tiple documents. In the experiments, we show that 635

our approach significantly outperforms the com- 636

parison approaches considering only commonality 637

or only specificity, and the comparison approach 638

based on sentences hierarchical clustering. Fur- 639

thermore, as an easy-to-implement unsupervised 640

approach, our approach is superior to many compet- 641

itive supervised and unsupervised multi-document 642

summarization approaches, and yields compara- 643

ble performances to the state-of-the-art supervised 644

approaches. 645

Documents hierarchical clustering has been 646

proven to be effective for multi-document sum- 647

marization in this paper. In future work, we plan 648

to explore the best k of k-means in hierarchical 649

clustering or other effective hierarchical cluster- 650

ing approaches for multi-document summarization. 651

Additionally, we will compare different document 652

embedding methods for hierarchical clustering and 653

multi-document summarization to explore the suit- 654

able embedding representation of documents. 655
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A An Example of Summaries Generated811

by Different Comparison Approaches812

Figure 2 shows an example of the summaries gen-813

erated by OursCS , Comp1 (only commonality of814

all documents), and Comp2 (only specificity of sub-815

classes of documents) on one news set (d30036) of816

DUC’2004.817

In this news set, six news articles talk about818

the Nobel Prize for literature, mainly describing819

Jose Saramago, the first Portuguese Nobel Prize820

winner in literature, his imaginative novels and821

Portugal’s response to it. Three news articles talk822

about the Nobel Prize in medicine won by three823

American researchers and their research. And one824

news article talks about the Nobel Peace Prize. The825

generated summary of OursCS mainly describes826

the stories about Jose Saramago, and describes the827

other two events respectively. However, the gener-828

ated summary of Comp1 only describes the stories829

about Jose Saramago, and the generated summary830

of Comp2 describes the three events respectively,831

but does not highlight the main contents.832

Figure 2: The examples of generated summaries on one
news set.
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